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ABSTRÀCT

A new approach has been ado;oLed to determj_ne

accurately the internal conversion coefficients of cascade

transitions from angular correlation measuremenl-s. The

method. was applied to the L064 keV - 570 keV cascade gamma,

rays in 207p6 and 496 keV - L24 J<ey cascad.e garûma rays in
131Cs. The values of %( obtained for zo7p6 are:

t^' ) = 0"016 t 0.001'T{ 570

(^--) = 0.085 t 0"005tï 
1^.nIUO+

And those for 1 3 lcs are:

(ota).^, = 0.742 t 0.077LZ4

(%.)"^- = 0.01-00 t 0.0007
+Y6

Alt these values except the one for the L24 keV transition in
13lcs, are in excellent agreement with the theory. The rati,o

u- (exp) / s", (theo) for L24 kev transition is L.25 t 0 . 13. This11, t\

result is interpretecl as being due to the presence of electric
monopole, E0, electron transition and. a strong case has been

presented in support of this contention. A value of
0.26 t 0.1-4 has been obtained for the EO/82 electron conversion

ratio and the absolute varue of the el-ectric monopole matrix
element has been determined to be 0.07 t 0.02.
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Also measured \^/ere tlne K/L and K/(L + M) ratios of
570 keV, 1-064 keV and I77O keV Lransitions in 'o'Pio. These

are:

For the angiular correlation measurements ín '0'pb
the r¡a]-ues obtained for correlation coefficients and particl-e

parameters are:

Ele ctron-Gamma Gamma-Electron

{^/tt * *}szo = 2-7L t o.oa

lx/tt * MÌroe ¿ = 3.07 t 0.09

lnl tL + MDrzzo = 4.70 t 0.13

(K/L) 570 
,= 3.26 t 0.09;

(R/L) 1064 = 3'64 t o'10;

Azz

Aqq

bz

0.228 t 0.027

-0.074 r 0.030

1.03 ! 0.L2

0"161 t 0.047

-0.041 r 0.068

0.68 ! 0.2L
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TNTRODUCTION

V\ihenever a nucleus is formed in an excited state
for which the excitation energy is insufficient, for (nucrear)

pareiel-ê enrission {:he donrinant modê of dexcítaeion is }ry

electromagnetic transitions. These transitions are of two

maín types:

(1) Emission of a garnma ray of energy k (in units of mp2 * 511 ker

angular momentum L, for a pure multipole case

(2) fnte::nal conversíon of an orbital el-ectron with energy

in continuum = k - EB, angular moment*n jf = resul_tant

of L and ji. Here E" is the binding energy and j, the

The processes (l) and (2) are competitive with given

initial and finar states and the branching ratio of process (2)

to (1) is call-ed the internal conversion coeffici-ent.

Fj-gure I depicts in a diagramat.ic form the process

in which a virtual photon is exchanged between a nucreus, ini-
tially-: in an excited state úi and an electron initially in a

bound state O.; . After this exchange the nucleus and the electronI

Virtual Photon

w.'r

ú.,1

Figure 1



are in state úf and 0f respectively, þt being a continuum

state. The transition proba-bilit.y for the process is given

by

T n,.l < rl-O-lu'l iû,ö.>l2oe ' 'r'r, , 'a'l- ' 'e

as against the gamma emission probabilíty

T tu l< il^lH lrl,.>12-Y I Yft..YtYi'"1

The ratio of the two as defined earlier is called the in-
ternal conversion coefficíent, o.

INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM TNTERNAI CON\rERSTON STUDY

The study of internal conversion process is of great

importance in nuclear spectroscopy and can be used to gain

information about the following:
(1) Nuclear spins

(2) Rel-ative parities of nuclear levels
(3) Parameters such as nuclear matrix elements, the numerical

value of which depend upon details of nucrear structure
(for example, nuclear density functi-ons, current density
operators, etc.).

NEVü TMPETUS

The first systematic calculations of internal conversion

coefficients, based on the relativistic point nucreus r 1{êrê
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made by Rose (1) and his coworl<ers. In, general, these were

in good agreenent with the theory. fn 1951 sliv (z) pointed

out that in some'cases, particularly magnetic dipole transitions
in heavy nuclei, the concept of point nucleus is not sufficient,.
Church and Weneser (3) showed that. the introduction of the con-

cept. of a nucleus with finite size has two effects. First a

"Static Effect" in which the electron wave functions are altered
by finite size and. second. a "Dynamic Effect" arising from the
penetratíon of atomic electrons into nuclear volume. The

first correction being straight forward was made by Rose,

Sliv and Band in subsequent calculations. The second. term

gives rise t.o new matrix elements for internal conversion

coefficient, because of penetratíon of nuclear volume by atomic

electrons which are different from ordinary conversion matrix
elements (these are identical to gamma ray matrix el_ements) "

The effect is, naturally, most marlced in cases of 80, Ml and

El transitions. The most marked effect of the new ínternal
conversion matrix is in cases of E0 mode of excitation. There

is no corresponding E0 gamma ray and electric monopole tran-
sitions proceed solery by the penetration of finite nucrear

vol-ume by atomic eLectrons. rt was also pointed out by church

and lrleneser (3) that E0 can occur not just in 0** 0* tr.ans-itions

also in competition with Ml and E2 transitions in cases where

level spins and parities are the same.

In cases of Ml and El transitions, this effect is
cma'l'ì ¡nrl ¡nn€inaÄ rrerr¡'l ltr +a haârñ' ñ'ra'ì ai rra+ lr¡'1 a1.i r' Â^-vvr¡¿¡r¡vs us ssr¿J uv ¡¡gqvJ l¡qVÅç¿. 'L I'f¿ 9I¿ V Llç-
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where M. is the new conversion

garûma ray matrix element " In
cases, hovuever, when the gamma

large and give an anomalous

The prospect of gaining new information about

nuclear sLructure through conversion matrix elements arising
from the penetration of nuclear volume by atomic elect,rons

has given a new impetus to the study of internal conversion
process 

"
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INTERNAI CONVERSTON THEORY

A detail-ed theory of internal conversion process

has been worked out by Rose and is gi-ven ersewhere (5). The

following is intended only to bring out, some of the salient
features Lh'at we have used in the present work.'

The electron, initially in a bound state, interacts
with the nucleus. The final- state of the electronr â.s a re-
sult of this interaction, is such that the energy of the
eLectron is in a continuum state. The angular moment,um of
the electron in the continuum state is specifíed by the quantum

number

K = t (i + 1l¿ \,J . 
2t_\/ 

1where j= (n.+|)

rf the initial state is u 
"t/z 

state, the final states of the
electron for various values of j are given by

Final StatesTransition Initial State

E0 (No)

M] (No)

EI (Yes)

E2 (No)

" r/,

" t/,

c"L/2

"t/,

-/G

--"T

,-u

-

,\)

"r/, 
( - -1)

"r/, 
( - -1)

Ur/, ( = +2)

nr/, ( = +1)

"/, 

( - -2)

Ur/, ( = +2)

Uu¡, t = -3)

anq so on.
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The theoretical expression for K-conversion coefficient is

o-(tr,) = " l¡u(t].)lz*K : 
: 

lrurK | (1)

where 'r = type of radiation
L = multipolarity of the radiation
K = atomic shel_l or subshelL

K = defines the state of the free electron 
!_:

The conversion electron matri-x element given by

(1) is composed of two parts, one of which is real and Lhe

other imaginary.

¡ujte) ¡' - r rR.MK + 1 rmag. t*lt

Equation (1) is valid for a pure multipole transition. rf the
transit.ion is mixed then s(total) can be written as

o(ML) + ô2o(EL')
1 + ô2

where 62 is calIed the mixing ratio, and ís defined by

¡2 _ number o! L' pole gamma raysu - rays

No mention has so far been made of the size of the
nucLeus. As stated earlier the size of the nucleus has two

effects on the conversion coefficient called the rstatic' and

the 'dynamict effects. Corrections for the "static effect" are
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straightforward to apply. The "dynamic effecL", howeverl is

more complicated. Vühen this effect is taken into account, a

new matrix element for i-nternal conversi-on is obtained. This

matrix element has two parts and can be written as

B*=O +N¡<KK

Thefírstpartcorrespondstotheconversionmatrixe1ement

arising from th.e interaction of the nucleus and electron in
the region outside the nucleus. The second one is related to

the penetration matrix element due to j-nteractíon between the

eLectron and the nucleus inside 'Lhe nuclear volume. The ratío
of the matrix N* to N", is a measure of the penetration effects
and'is called À. For an Ml- transition the penetration is usually
small and L tu 1. When À ¡ I the' conversion coefficient is given

bv

ßK(À) 'r, ß6(À: t) [r (r r) c(z,klf

ROLE OF ANGULAR CORRELATTON

scheme

lation
- ^cor Ò-,

If a conversion transition appears in the decay

as a branch of a cascade as in figure ?, angular corre-'
measurements can be very useful in determining the values

the mixing ratio and À the matrix element ratj-o.
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The probability that an electron .1 of the first
transition be observed at an angle 0 with respect to a ganrma

ray of the second transition is given by

w ( 0) = I + A2 
zP z(cos 0) + Aqap q( cos g)

where AZZ and A* 4 are called the correlation coefficients.
The coefficients AZZ ancl An 4 are given by

Arr(erv) = Fr(er) Ez(yì : br(er) Fr(yr) F r(Yr)

F q(vz)A+q("1y2) = F* (er) E +(yì = b¿ ("r) Fn (yr) ]",

The F's are functions of spins

are called particle parameters

matrix elements and hence verv

effects.

and multipolaríties. The b's
and are functions of the radial
sensitive to nuclear structure

Similar e)<pressions can be written for the \L-"2
angurar correlation case. ïf the transitions are not pure

but have a mixing ratio 6', as defined earlier, a slightly
more complicated expression results.

TL ís clear from equation (2) that from a knowledge

of the correlation coefficients we can det.ermine particle para-

meters which are extremely sensitive to nuclear structure effects
and would be very helpful ín obtaining information about the

structure of the nucleus.
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A NEW APPROACH

A ne1v approach has been aclopted to determj-ne accurately

the internal conversion coefficients of cascade transitions from

angular correlation measurements. In this method we measure

either the electron-gamma or the gamma-electron angular corre-

lation of the cascad.e transitions and not lcoth as is usually

done. The internal conversion coefficients so determined are

independent of the angular correlation function, W(0) ' so that

they are not affected even when the angular correlation is

perturbed or the coefficíent Ann of the angular correlation

function is too large to be neglected. AIso the errors of

the conversion coefficients are not affected by the rather

usual .large error of the angular correlation coeffícients

Referring to figure 2 | let No be the population of

the level of the parent nucleus and x and y the relative number

of transitions as shown. Then the population of the upper and

the intermedíate levels of the daughter nucleus are respectively,

No and yNo

The number of K-electrons in the fírst transit,ion is,

ê.Nit K=0r xN oK= 0l ,nri
r|a

JfC[r
I

For each K-electron in first transition there is r
l+"7-2

ganìma ray in the second transition. The probabii-ity of de-

tecting a K-electron (of the first transition) in the peak

n
¿we. ê,

J-I
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FIGURE 2

Simple Nuclear Cascade
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The probablity of detect'ing in the peak a gaÍìma

ray (of the second transitíon) which is related to this K-

elect,ron of the first transition, = tf ,' Yzlz
The probability that a ganìma ray in the seconcl

transition related to the K-electron in t.he first transition

will go to the gatrma ray detector placed at .an angle 0 with

respect to the electron detector, when the K-electron went

to the electron detector, = t: -, 
w.l (0) where t: -., is the-1 t2 -1 t2

coincidence efficiency and W(0) the angular correlation

function. Hence for xNo transitions, the number ot "T -Y h

coincidence events Ís,

For they ¿ singles peak,

A =l{ cP rùvà Y2Y) \).

c1(0) = "^*_ 
(o) =f- 

*e- 
^^ -p r.r 1 |. t 

,n û) 
]'L e1-v2,' [r * o] 

*l- "e'*etJ I , * *î 
"rzïz'

(3)x fro r^r-r(o)l
L er-y) * 

J

where wrto) = | *., tul ,P(ß), dQ

J'

vN..': r O l)_ .---------:- û) ;-1+crT T2 T2
2

(4)



ÊIence,

cr(o) 
=[**o K K 1¡__f_--,= ep Ir_K 

:

) ¡ , 1 *ol oi 'ä,- '"rJ lt;;T 'vr,^rrfi'lr-rr,mtto/

| 1+"Ï I^'-Jt vuoef;r0rr,

T7

-x" "i ,-K K --o -------ñ c f /rì Ê ûJ^, W .](0) (5)y I + "T 
".r*"1 "ei- 

\2 t, "' 1"'

which is an expression for the coincÍdence (normarised -to
singles counts of the movable detector) between the l(-el-ectrons
of the first transitíon and the garnma rays of the second
tI.?,"=ítion.

ïn this expression x/y is the ratio of the number of
the first transition to that of the second transit,ion, ,n

"i'Y 2
the coincidence efficiency, oo is the solicl'angle for the

-K-1electrons ' e" is the detection efficiency for the,K-etectrons,.eI
dw and G- are the K-conversion and the total conversion coeffj-cíent.r\ 't'

respectiyely and:A"'r^,i" the area under that part of the gammat2'
spectrum which is accepted by the detector at the angle o.

Similarly we can write for the coincidence between the
galnma ray of the first transitíon and the K-electron of the
second transition âs,
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Now we express the e:<perimentally determined nor-

malised coincidence counts in terms of Lengendre Polynomial

Series ,

so that

c(o) =

w(o) =

a^ + â^P^ (cosO) + ãnP n (cosO)o¿¿+4

c(o)
q

o

(7)

(B)

KeûJì elel

(e)

(10)

( 11)

-1 t2

-leÀ

=
I

-'17- rtr\ I\
¿LUJ\/+êâãr1'-2 "2 "2

1+.ä['. L#J ö
'l-

From the singles spectra of the conversion electron we find

R/ (1, + M) ratios and thus calculate the value of K-conversion

coefficients.

= 1 + AZZPZ (cos0) + A++Pn (cos0)'

Combining equations (5) and (B) and writing

T K I- L + MIol-=o1 Lr* K J wegeË'

K0t *o \7 'l

1+"Tft*!:-1-I^ J or,

where a^ is found by measuring the electron-gaïìma angularo

correlation at three angles and using (B).

Similarly, for the gamrna-electron angular correlatj-on

Ko2
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V=N-\/
I

/. T\
\r * a2/=

are given

-Tt+Cf,
I___r

01

K0¡
¿

The nìrrrnbers of transitions
1¿

n"

* = N.r. (r * *l)=
r1

*1
K-'

0e. 0e-
l-r

^Kåeô
¿

(L2)

( 13)

(L4)

t2

to be used in

by

ì,7J- -' 9,2

and
Keo 0o"2 -2

.KHere A' are thee

of the singles

(13) we obtain

areas under the conversion electron peajcs

spectrum. Thus from (10) , (11), (I2) and

I

.^t

when substituted in (L4) yields the val-ue of l"A
Y1

(11) for the determinatíon of 
"ä. 

Thus, to determine 
"T 

and.

in cascade transitíons \^re require the measurement of either
electron-gamma or gamma-electron alrgular correlation and. not
both as is usually done

/"5') (L-\t\') /3{. I\ryt[/l%ll\,%l
Equation (]a¡ enabres us to eliminate one of the angular

correl-ation measurements. suppose we measure the electron-
a

gamma angular correlation. This yields the value of o
Ã- wnl-cn

K
a2
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We can write for the gamma ray intensity

A- -i(
(1s)

e-. (¡ 0,-.I1E11

So that if the electron detection efficiencies are assumed

to be the same at both energies then the relative. gamma ray

intensity is given by

ÀÌ=Lr i,
I\

!\ Y c[--'K

N
'11¿

-=
N \2

The areas can be

and the rel-ative

equati-on (10¡ .

measured frorn the electron

gamma ray intensiiy crn ù"

singles spectrum

computed using

.KfI ô-1
;R--¡t'"2

I\

-2
---R

c[1
I

(16)
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APPARATUS

DETECTORS

The electron detector used in the experimenL was a

si(Li) sol-id state detector obtaíned from sï¡4TEci")ta= active
area is 50 mm2. The depletion depth at a bias of 1000 volts
is 3 run which corresponds to the range of a 2 Mev el-ectron ín
silicon. For singles counts, the pulses from the solid state
detectoï \^¡ere led through the low noise Nuclear Enterpri"." (b)

523L preamplifier and were further ampli-fiecl by a Nuclear

Enterpri-ses 5230 RC amplifier. rn the coincidence worl< the

output pulse from the preamplifier was also fed simultaneously

inÈ'o an ontsc(t) 203 amplifier which produces double detay

line clipped pulses necessary to drive a crossover pick off
unit. The detector is cooled to líquicl nitrogien temperature.

At this temperature the resol-ution obtained for the system is
6.5 keV for the 1064 keV transition.

For the, g-amma ray singles spectrum of 2 07pb a Ge(f,i)

solid state detector was used. The det.ector has an active area

of 2.78 cmz and a 2 mm depletion depth and was obtained from
¡f -i\RCA\*/. The pulses from the detector were amplified using a

Tennelec(e) TC 200 amprifier. The system was capable of a

resolution of 6 keV at l-064 keV"

(a) Simtec Ltd., Montreal
(b) Nuclear Enterprises Ltd. , Wi-nnipeg
(c) Oai<rioge Technical Enterprises Corp., Oak Ridge, Tennessee
(d) RcA, Montreal
(e) Tennelec, Oak Ridge, Tennessee
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In the case of the angular correlation worlc a

1 I/2" x lrt NaI(T.0) crystal mounted in an integral line
assembly with a Dumont 6292 photomutt.iplier tube was used

for the detection of ganima rays. pulses from this unit
were fed, through the cathode foll-ower, to a Nuclear Enter-
prises 5202 double delay line amplifier.

ELECTRONICS

The bl-ock diagram for the electronics is gíven in
figure 3. The function of the apparatus \^ias to select those

pulses of the correct energy from the detector which were

in coincídence with a detected gainma rdy, also of correct
energy. The el-ectron pulses were then analysed in a Nuclear

Data 1024 channel analyser and from this data, the angular

correlation fr.rnction was obtained.

After amplj-fying, the pulses obtained. from the electron
and gamma ray detectors, are fed into two single channel analysers.

The windows of the single channel analysers are set to accept

the appropriate electron and gamma ray energies. The out¡:ut
pulses from the single channel analysers, which are ínitíated
at the crossover point of the double delay line pulses, are

fed into a time to amplitude converter (TAC) type fast coin-
cidence system. The (TAc) gives ou't pulses whose amplitude is
proportional to the time difference between the two input pulses.
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FIGURE 3

Schematic Bl_ock Diagram



Schemotic Block Diogrom
SOLID STATE DETECTOR

SOURCE

T--
I

I

654/2

CATHODE FOLLOWER

NE 523t
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NE 5230
RC AMP.

ORTEC
DDL AMP.

NE 5202
DDL AMP.

SINGLE
CHANNEL
ANALYZER

SINGLE
CHANNEL
ANALYZER

START STOP
NE gilO

TIME TO AMPLITUDE
CONVERTER

I NVERTER

2 pSEC
DELAY LI NEAR

MULTICHANNEL
ANALYZER
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The output pulses from the (TAC) are fed through a single

channel analyser which accepts only those pulses which have

the correct amplitude, corresponding to coincidence events.

The output pulses frorn the TAC are used to gate the L024

channel analyser whích analyses the electron pulses from the

good resolution RC amplifíer. After a coincidence spectrum

had been tal<en, the single channel analyser output was used

to obtain gated gamma ray singles spectrum. The singles

count rate of the movable detector was used to normaLize

the coincidence counting rate at each algle. This is to

coriect for the finíte size of the source and. for the

possibility of the source not being in the exact centre of

the arc described by the ganma ray counter"

E}GERTMENT'AI CHAMBER

. The expêrimêntal chamber is so constructed that it.

has cylindrical symmetry about the axis of rotation of the

movable detector. The aluminum planchette source rings were

held vertically in the centre of the vacuum dnanber 2.7 cm

from the solid state electron detector. The chamber was

evacuated by a Balzer's rotary purnp. A liquid nitrogen cold

trap was used to keep the oil vapours from entering the

chamJcer containing the source and the detector.

For more details about the chamber and the cooling

arrangement the reader is referred to Dohan's thesis (6).
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SOURCBS

For a study of this l<ind it. is desirable that .Lhe

source decay by 100% electron capture so that there would

not be any baclcground beta radiat,ion. The presence of this
radiation would make the subtraction of background extremely
difficulL.

The source chosen was 2 078i. ft has a hal_f 1ife
of 2B years and decays by elecì,ron capture to exci'ted states
of 2 o tfo. The source is well l<nown and is used as a cari-
bration standard. rt was obtained from ORTEC as isotopicatly
separated atoms firmly deposited on 0.0005" plastic to
mÍnimize scattering and had a strength of I microcurie. For

the t tlcs soì.rrce, the readerrs attention is once pgain drawn

to Dohanrs thesis (6).
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RBSULTS ON.2O7Pb

The currently accepted energy level scheme for
given in figure 4. The 570 JceV, 1064 keV and

transitíons'h¡ere investigated.

The gamma ray singles spectrum is shown in figure 5.

A resolution of 6 kev at 1064 kev was obtained for the system.

The electron singles spectrum is shown in figure 6.

The spectrum was tal<en with a si (Li) solid state detector
cooled'to liquid nitrogen temperature. The applied bias of
1000 vol-ts corresponds to ttre rang,e of 2 Mev electron in
silicon. T]ne K/L and R/(L + M) ratios shown in table 1 were

obtained from this spectrum. The theoretical val-ues of the
K/L ratios \^/ere obtaj-ned by graphical interpolation of the
internal- conversion coefficients calculated by Sliv and Band (7)

assuming a pure E2 assignment for 570 lcev transition and a
pure M4 assignment for 1064 kev transition. For the L77o kev

. gainma ray \¡/e used the reported (B) admixture; g7e. E2 and

3z M3 which is consistent with that measured by Alburger and

Sunyar (9). Our values of 3.26 t 0.09 and. 3.64 r 0.tO for
K/T' ratio of 570 kev and 1064 l<ev transitions respectively
are in good agreement with measurements of Alburgier and Sunyar

(9). our K/ (L + M) ratios, however, do not pgree with those of
Kurey and Roy (10), ,who we believe encountered some difficulties
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F'IGURE 4

Energy Level Scheme of 20rPb
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F'IGURE 5

Gamma Ray Singles Spectrum of 'o rpb
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,FIGURE 6

Electron Singles Spectrum of zorpy
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Ratio

(R/L)sto 3-4 t o-4

rABLE 1

K/L and R/ (t, + M) /atios in 2 ozpb
..-'''...

(R/L) 
106 4

(K/L * r) sZo

(R/L * !i) ro6¿

(R/L + M) L77g

Alburger and Sunyar

3. 95 r 0.25

Kurey ancl Roy Present Work

3. ]1 f 0.11 2.7I r 0.08

3.26 t 0. 09 3.44 (I.2)

4.34 ! 0.17 3.07 r 0.09

Theory

3.64 t 0.10 3.76 (r,r+¡

4.70 r 0.13

I

I
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concerning the depletion depth of the detector. comparison

of data with theoretical values of the internal conversion

coefficj-ent ratios indicates goocl ag:reement witir Lhe E2

assignment for the 570 kev transition and M4 assignment for
the 1064 kev transitíon. The errors ín the values of con-

version coefficient rati-os accumulate from the measurements

of relative areas of the electron singles spectrum.

ANGULAR CORRELATION EXPERTMENT

For the first part of the angiular correlation experi-
ment the wíndows of the single channel analyzer vqere set in
such a way as to accept the 570 kev gamma rays and 1064 kev

electrons. The (TAC) discrimínators v/ere set to accept the

coincíclences between the selected pulses. Coincidences were

tal<en for a ten hour period at each of the angles 90o, l35o

and lB0o between the fixeo detector and the movable detec.tor

.(gamina ray detector in the present case). These angles \,üere

scanned twice alternately in opposite directions. A gated

singles, giainma'ray spectrum was talçen at each angle after the
experiment. rn the second. part of the experiment the same

procedure \,vas repeated but thÍs time the single channel analyzer
\^/as set to accept the 570 electrons and 1064 gamma rays" A

typical coincidence gated electron spectrum with an angle of
1B0o between the detectors is shown in figure 7. The total
number of coincid.ences v\iere found at each angle by subtracting
the bacl< scattered contribution from the (r. + M) el-ectrons and

insist'ing that the peaks be symmetrj-cal. The coincid.ence countinq
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rate \^/as t.hen normarized to the corresponding gainma ray
singles rate. The quantity W(0),/W(90) was plotLed as a

function of angle 0 between the two detectors and j-s shown

in figures B and 9. The errors indicated in each figure
are the statisticar errors in counts at each point.

ANAIYSIS OF DATA

For the analysis of the data I.nlhj_te's (lf¡ method

was used. rn this method it has been shown that ít is suf-
fícient to tal<e data at ä . l- angles where m is the highest
order Legendre Polynomial in the expansion of W(0). For m = 4,

as in the present case , LL is shown that to maximise the
efficiency of statistics, the data should be taken at angles

of 90o, 135o and 180o. The experj-rnentally obtained quantít,ies
vü(0 ) at, the above mentioned three angles were used to solve

l-
the system of equations,

W(0i) = 1 * A2ZPz(cosO,) + A44pn(cosoi) i = I, 2,3.

The coefficients so obtained \^/ere corrected for finite solid
angle using Yates tables (I2) . These corrections are intro-
duced to account for the 'smearing out,' produced by the finite
size of the detector. The calculation of ttris smearing out can

be extremely difficult but is consíderably simplified if all-
detectors have cylindericar symmetry. These values of the
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FIGURE B

W(0) /w(e0) vs 0 (1064R s70y)
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grcuRE 9

W ( e) /w (90) vs 0 ( 106 4 y-5 70K)
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correlation coefficients were used to determine the partial
parameter from the relations (for pure mult,ipoles),

Azz Gtyz) = n| r| (vr) ô
r'2\Y 2)

nlrvr)Azz (yl.z) = o; r| Qr)

where b's are parLicle parameters and F's are functions of
spins and multipolarities. Particle parameters are func'tions

of quantities on which internal conversion depends and can

thus be considered as a measure of the strength of internal
conversion process. They are very sensitive to nuclear structure
effects. The angular correlation coefficients are, given in
tàble 2 and the part.icle parameters in table 3. The theore-

tical values are also qiven for comparison.

Equations (10). and (11) \^/ere used Lo determine the

values of K-conversion coefficients. In the present case the

coincidence efficiencies eo \t ancl €^, ê are uníty. The"II2 | L"2
efficiences for detection of electrons at 570 kev and Lo64

keV are assumed to be.unity while the solid angle for the

electrons \¡¡as determined accurately. For the ratio, f,, the

adopted. values. given in Nuclear Data Sheets (13) r"t"'used.
The analyzed experimental data are displayed in table 4.

Table 5 gives relative gamma ray irrtensities obtained from

internal- conversion coefficients" The errors quoted include



Transition
Energy (kev)

TABLE 2

Angular Correlation Coefficients

1064

570

"̂22

+ 0.228 ! 0.027 - 0.074 ! 0.030

+ 0.161 r 0.047 - 0.041 t 0.068

Ann-.==

I

L'{
I



Transition
Energy (kev)

1

m^ÞT El ?¿ãulu J

Particle Parameters

1064

570

1.03 r 0.12

0.68 ! 0"2I

r_.04 (ua¡

r.2L (82)

I

@

I



Transition
Energy (kev)

(
TABLE 4

K-Conversion Coefficients

i

570 0.016

Kleinheinz et al-

1064 0.009

¡lrfrâ^r\t Present trrTork

0"016 (nz¡ 0.016 t 0.001

0.094 (M4) 0.085 r 0"005

I

UJ
\o

I



those of the

angle and the

4U

measurements of areas,

K/ (t + M) rat,io.

the x/y ratio, solid

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

;= can be seen in table 4, the measured values

of d-,, are in good agreement with the theoretical values of1\

sl-iv and Band (7) and al-so with the recent measurements of
Kleinheinz et al (Ia¡ . Table 5 gives the values of gamma

ray intensities from our measurements and using equation (]-6).

To determine the relative g,afiìma ray intensity of the 1770

keV transitionr w€ used for an of the L77O keV t.ransition the
theoreti-cal value of 2.5 x l0-3 which corresponds to the re-
ported admixture ( B) , 972 E2 ancl 3z M3 and. is consistent wj_th

that measured by Alburgier and Sunyar (9). It can be seen from

table 3 that the particle parameter for the 1064 keV transition
is in good;.gt".*"nt with theory, although the error is somewhat

large. The gamma electron correlation is found to be about 602

attenuated. Nevertheless, the internal- conversion coefficient
of the 570 l<eV transition det,ermined from the electron-giamma

angular correlation alone is in excell-ent agreement with the
theory" The equation (14) also provides a check for the
angular correlation measuremen'ts sínce the ratio formed by

the varues of the first term (ao/a[) of the Legendre poly-

nomials Series defining the angular correlation function ancl

the areas under the conversion elec.tron peaks in the singres



Transition
Energy (KevJ

I'
TABI,B 5

Relative Gamrna Ray Intensities

570

106 4

Relative Gamma
p¡\7 | ñtânQ1f\7

77 70

0.776 r 0.06 3

ú'

0"057 r 0.004

Rela,tive Intensity of
the Transition

0. 87

0.08

I

È
H
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spectrum rnust be unity. A second advantage of deriving the

internal conversion coefficients from one angular correlation
(electron-gamma or garnma-electron) experiment instead of two

j-s that it. allows one extra time which may be utilized to ím-

prove upon tire statistics of the experimental data. The value

of o,, for the l-064 keV transition,seems to be slightly lowertt

than the tabulated varue. This could be due to anv or all of
Lhe following reasons:

(1) The ratj-o, x/y, used in calculations may not be exac'cly

correct;
(2) The electron detection efficíencies for 1064 keV transition
may be slightly less than r:nity as assumed;

(3.) The L064 keV transition which has been assumed to lce a

pure M4 transition may have an admixture of E5 radiation.
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ANOMALOUS K-CONVERSION COEFFICIENT OF

L24 KeV TR}.NSITTON TN I3lCS

Sen ancl Dohan (16) reported e-y and y-e directional
correlation'measurements on the 620-L24-0 lcev cascade in 131g5.

-+ -+ -+They assigned a spin sequence j * + * i to the cascacle and

presented experimen'tal evidence for the presence of electric
monopole, E0, erectron transitíons in direct competition with
MI and E2 internal conversion transitions from l,24 keV leve1

to the ground leveI.

Kelly and Horen (15) made an extensive study of
t "c" " From their measured values of. t r/Lrl/L.-l._ ratio, .bhey

concluded that the L24 keV transition is predominantly E2

radiation with a possible BU Ml admixture. They also reported

that the 496 keV transition ís al-most a pure Ml transition.
Sen and Dohan (16) , however, showed that the 496 keV transition
has a (23 t 7)Z E2 admixture.

Following our earlier worl<, a cletailed. study of the

internal conversion process in the 496 l<eV - L24 keV cascade

transitions was undertalcen by us. lr/e used our new approach

to cletermine the l(-conversion coefficients for the 496 keV

and L24 keV transit,ions from y-e angular correlation measurements.
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T;{PERITT{ENTAL RESULTS AND T}IEÏR INTERPRETATION

Figure 10 shows the 620-124-0 l<eV cascade of I3 1gs.

For the 496 lceV transition with a possíble (23 ! 7) e" admixture

the theore-uical- value of tK = 0. 0101 which may be compared

wÍth measured values of 0.0105 t 0.0100 by Haskins (L7) ,

0.012 t 0.002 by Kelly and l-Ioren (1S¡ and our experimental

value of 0.0100 t 0.0007. The theoretical val-ue (7) of oK

for the I24 l<eV transition assuming l00Z E2 radiatíon ís 0.610

whil-e on the basis of an B? Ml admixture (15) it is 0.595. Our

presenL measurement gives the val-ue 0.742 t 0.077 fon ^ t.rl¡'i nlr

is about 252 higher than the theoretical- value assuming an

B% admixture. An earlier measurement gave oK = 0.39 t 0.04 (18)

for this transition. Kelty and. Iforen (15) obtained lcy the

Internal Bxternal Conversion method the value of oL : 0.23.t 0.04.

Using Lheír R/L ratio of 3.0 t 0.2 for this radiatj-on a value

of o", = 0.69 t 0.1-4 Ís obtainecl. Thus the verifi-cation of
.t\

our direct measurement of d,, is furnished indirectly by Ketly
iL

and Floren I s (!r and K/L ratio.

Further verification that our value of o", for the L24
f\

l<eV transition is correct has been obtained by comparin g ::4
ot<496

with the previous direct measurements (15r18) of this ratio.

AIso, the relative conversion electron intensities as well as

the relative g'amrna ray intensities obtained indirectly using

the measured values of oK âgrêê: well with those directly

measured in this laboratory and elsewhere (19).
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FIGURE 10

620-124-0 Cascade of r 3 lcs
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Tab1es 6 and 7 list the results obtained by us and

show their comparison with the theory and previous wori<. For

the theoretical value of or, we used Rose's tables (20) and

for d.,, and o, the tables of Sliv and Band (7) . The theoretical-t\ L,

value of the K/ (t" + M) ratio for I24 l<eV transition has to be

corrected for Lhe contribution by E0 electron conversion con-

tribution which i-s discussed 1ater.

The large value of crn can be explaíned, as stated pre-

viously, as clue to the penetration effects of E0, Mf and El_

transitions. In cases of Ml and E1 transitj-ons the anomaly

is possible only if the selection ruies are such that the gamma

radiation ís retarded. and the penetration matrix element is not

retarded or less retarded. as cornpared, for example , Lo single
parL.icie (Weisskopf) pred.ictions

The measured (2L) half-life
(3.77 t 0.05) x tO-: sec. usíng our

ototu.l = I.07 and mixing ratio given

determined the e>çerimental garrìma ray

of lvil and E2 transitions frorn the I2a,

level. These are shown in tabl-e B.

of the L24 i<eV level is
experimental value of
by Kelly and Horen (15) lve

transition probabilities

keV level to the ground

It is evident:from Lable

the L24 keV transition is strongly

ponent is enhanced.. 7\n excess of
may not necessarily be due to the

I that the lvjl component of

retarded while the E2 com-

conversion el-ectrons'therefore

presence of E0 el-ectrons alone.



Quantity

oxrz4

oxlg6

TABLE 6

Internal Conversion poefficients

Previous wotk15)

0.69

0.0L2

rheoryT)

t 0 " 14

t 0.002

60

65

T

T

0.595
(92e" E2

0.0101
(772 Ml

5925
_19)
f

Present

Tlvnori manJ-

+ BU Ml)

+ 232 E2)

0 "742 ! 0.077

0.01001 0.0007

Work

Expt. /Xneory

t4 t9

L. ¿5

0.99

r 0. l_3

r 0.07

1.26 r 0.15
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TABLE 7

. Relative Gamma-Ray and conversion Electron rntensities

Quantity
'Dírect Measurements

-:ÇtuK 
49 6

ê
":xr24

Present Work

1.86 r 0.09 1"90 + 0.25

0.026 t 0.002

Indirect Measurement
Previous wori.15)

1.75

0.027

F.

t'



.Multipolarity

9amma-ray Transition

E2

I

TABLE B

Probabil-ities of the 124

M1

Tlronn¡

I.4 x l-0 6 Sec- 1

5. 1 x l-0'10 Sec- l

Experiment

keV Transition

8.2 x IO7 Sec- I

7.J- x l-06 Sec-1

,Expt . /Theory

5.8

L.4 x l-0-+

I

È

I



It may also J¡e t.hat the rvil conversion coefficient is abnormally
1-vza T+ ;^ +l¡¡-aç^v^ *.n ^---*j*^ .{-t -i- .iì^.i f .i.t--'IATge. IC l-S Lrrcrerure rreCêSSâÍ! tO examlne Enl-S pOSSJ-ÐIJ.l-'try.

The parameter that plays an important role in the determination

of the penetration matrix element for Ml transition is À de-

fined (2l-) as the rat.io of the nev¡ penetration matrix elemen.t,

^¡ -'^x *-^ ^orresponding garrima ray matrix elemen'L M , in tTlJ-'re t ctrlL¿ LIls Li\JrICÞITJ(JIIL¿-LI¡9 9c¿Ituttc¿ rd.y ll.Lcl L 
y

transitíons. The value of À depends on the specific assum;otions

made about nuclear structure. The admixture of E0 is measured.

by the quantity

*z _ E0 K-she11 conversion prob¿.bilitv\¿ -E l

= W (E0 ) / A, (82 t '^' /;.') \ (L7)
r\ I vrv\DLl

\,
In the theory of Church, Rose anct Weneser(22) , the experimental

ínternal- conversion coefficient for a given mixing ratior5, is
gr_ven þy

o¿K(80 + Ml + E2) =
(L + q2) on{ne)'+"orOffil

(18)

Where the K-shel1 conversion

eXF¡reSsed as

(r + ô2)

coefficient of the lrll radiation is

Of frl = 0r((i\ill f ,-(À-1) c(z,n)l'

C(ZtI<) ís a weighting parameter calculated by

(1e)

Church and Weneser,
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It should be possible to determine À and q from

our experimentally determined value of otK(80 + Ml + E2) and

the gamma-electron angular correlation coefficient A^^ (ve)

which is very sensitive to smal-I admixtures of 80.

The E0-82 term which mal<es the angular correlation

function sensitive to E0 admixture is given by

(qbo),/(1 + p2 + q') where

pz = 6, /ßI (^) /cro (nz)

and b_ is the interference parameter (22). Although the y-e
o

angular correlation measuremen't (16) indicated strongly the

presence of E0 transitions the value of. Ar2(Ve) was not used

for evaluation of À a:rd q because of its large er'ror. The

fact that the admixture of Mt deduced (15) from L-/l' /rr rrl "rrr
ratio is not significantly dj-fferent from that obtained from

y-y angular correlation measurements (I7) inoicates the absence

of any noticeabl-e anomaly in Ml conversion process i.e. we can

assume À tu f in equation 18, which then yields a value of

0.26 I 0"14 for q2 from equation 18. To checl< the validity

of our assumption, À tu I, we used Lhe values of q' to estimate

T</(L + rV) ratio by relating it in the fol-lowing waY,

K=
L + M (r +q2) cr,{(82) + ô?oo(t'{l)

q2an(n2) [r . HH]J ffi&. cv,L(E2) +62o"(nl) + oM(E2) +ô2o.*(ir{l)



Tlre M (80 ) /L(I.o) ancl L (EO ) /K (80 ) ratios for E0 transitions

!,/ere obtained from calculations of Church and Weneser ( 3)

and %, 5 values f rom talcles of sliv and Band (7) . The

values o-t % tal<en from Rose¡s tables (20) are not corrected

for nuclear siae and screening effects-

T]ne K/ (L + M) ratío of 2-53 t 0-29 thus obtained

agrees reasonably well with the measured value of 2.28 I 0. l0

lending support to our assumption thaL the penetration effect

ot ytT transition is negtigible in the present case.

The elec-tric monopole transition probabitity I^7(n0)

as deLc-,-i".;,1-ìed. from equation using measured values of q2 and the

half life (21) of the L24 keV level, is l-. 3 x 10 7 sec. - 1. Finally

matrix elemçnts for the E0transition andthe E0 sLrength para-

memter p (table 9) was determined from the known (3) function.

^ to rz\ _ w(80)ù¿ \á rÀ/ )
^-.Y

(2L)

DISCUSSÏON

The importance of the study of E0 transitions is that

i + rri ¡zaq f hc *-^-.i +-,rÄn ^f the nUClear Sirength pafametef , p,! u y¿ v uu urrv fttctllJ.IJ- L L|LIE u !

which reguires for its interpretation, specific nucl-ear mod.els"

Until no\'ü data on B0 transitions vüere obtained solely from the

study of a few cases of 0* * 0+ an¿ still- fewer cases of
.+ -++ + -- -----a^i -.^¡ ^.c L r2- -> 2- transition all in even nuclei and one case ot , * Z

transition in an odd mass nucleus. The present worlc apparently



Isotope

I

TABLE 9

Flxperimental Results on E0 Transitions

Energy
(kev)

13lcs

Spin Sequence

1a,1
).L LI

.LJ
J.J

22

ñ2
Y.

0.26 t 0.14

W (EO)

1.3 x 107 sec-1

t¡
lpl

0.07 r 0.02



is t.he second to consider E0 transition in odd mass nucleus.
The theoretical considerations of the present results may

lcring out some ini:eresting features of the specific nuclear
models used in the theory of internal conversion process.
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DTSCUSSIOi\ OT¡ ERRORS

The most important source of error in the worl<

comes from the measurement of areas under the pealcs. The

statistics for the Y-e experiment were not good and' resulted

in the largest of the statisticaf errors (42) in the varÍous

measurements. The R/ (1" + M) ratios had errors of ne arLy

the same order. The erïors in solid angle of the electron

detector and. the x/y ratio were comparatively small-. These

g:ave an overall error of about 6Z in the val-ues of K-conversion

coe f fi cients

arr(ve)

Because of the poor statistics of the Y-e experlment

and Ara(ye) have large errors. In the case of 4,, (Ye)

for instance, the error is as large as about 1502 but because

of our new approach it has not affectecl ihe value of error ín

0K for 570 keV transition-
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S UMIMARY

The values of l(-conversion coefficients ob-b.ained

by using our new approach are quite accurate and. their

ag'reement \,vith theory is gooO. Our y-e angular correlation

was perturbed. by about. 60%" Since our rrew approach is in-

dependent of any perturbation in angular correlation measure-

ments, the value of the K-conversion coefficient of 570 keV

transition is in excellent agreement with theory and measure-

ments of others (14). This shows the usefulness of our approach

in determíning K-conversion coefficients in cases where Lhe

angular momentum may be perturbed.

The anomalously large K-coefficient of the L24 kev

transition in r3lcs is, in our opinion, explainable Ín terms

of the contribution by the B0 eiectric monopole transition.
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